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1. Evaluate. 

  -12  (-3) x 4 – (-20)  

      -6 x 6  3 + (-6)             (2 marks)    

 

2.  Find the value of x if 3x 9x-1 = 27-x                      (3 marks) 

 

3.  An industrialist has 450 litres of chemical which is 70% pure.  He mixes it with a chemical  

of the same type but 90% pure so as to obtain a mixture which is 75% pure.  Find the  

amount of the 90% pure chemical used.          (4 marks) 

 

4.  Make x the subject of the formula.           (3 marks)  

 

 P    =     y    ½  

  z  +   1 

           x  

 

5. The 7th term and 10th term of A.P are 23 and 38 respectively.  Find the 2nd term,  

3rd term and 15th term.           (3 marks ) 

 

6.  Solve for x  2log10 x + log102 = log10 (x
2 +44) – Log106     ( 3 mks ) 

 

7.  A Kenyan bank buys and sells foreign currencies as shown below.  

    Buying    Selling  

    (Kenyan shillings)   (Kenyan shillings ) 

 1 Euro    84.15     84.26  

 100 Japanese yen  65.37     65.45  

 

A Japanese travelling from France arrives in Kenya with 5000 Euros.  He converts all the 5000 

Euros to Kenyan shillings at the bank.  While in Kenya he spends a total of Kenya shillings 289,850 

and then converts the remaining Kenya shillings to Japanese yen at the bank.  Calculate the amount 

in Japanese yen that he receives.?          (4 marks) 

 

8.  If  √10          -       √10           = a √5 + b√2 

  √5 - √2  √5 + √2  

 Find the values of a and b where a and b are rational numbers.     (4 marks) 

 

9.  A certain number is such that five added to three times the number does not exceed eight added to 

five times the number.  Find the number.                             (2 marks) 

 

10. Find the limits within which the area of a rectangle whose length is 8.5cm and width 4cm lies.  

Hence find the relative error in the area.                               (4 marks) 

 

 

 

11.  Simplify the expression.    

 



  x  - 1     - 2x + 1 

     x       3x 

 

 Hence solve the equation  

  x  - 1     - 2x + 1    =   2 

     x      3x             3         (3 marks) 

 

12. Find the radius and the co-ordinates of the centre of the circle whose equation is  

  2x2 + 2y2 – 3x + 2y + ½ = 0          (4 marks) 

 

13.  Three quantities t, x  and y are such that t varies directly as x and inversely as the square root of y.  

Find the percentage decrease in t if x decreases by 4% when y increases by 44%.    (4 marks) 

 

14.  A land plot dealer charges 5% commission for selling a plot.  He received a  

commission of sh. 17,500 for selling a plot.  

 How much money did the owner receive from the sale of his plot.     ( 3 marks ) 

 

15.  In a certain water point, customers may draw water through one of the two taps.   

On average, one tap takes 3 minutes while the other tap takes 5 minutes to serve a customer.   

If the two taps start to serve the customers at the same time, find the shortest time it takes  

to serve 200 customers.          ( 3 marks ) 

 

16. Factorise 

  3x2 – 2xy – y2                      (2 marks ) 

 

17.  The figure below ( not drawn to scale) shows a triangle ABC inscribed in a circle.   

AB =6cm, BC = 9cm and AC = 10cm.  
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Calculate  

 (a) The radius of the circle.          ( 6 marks) 

 (b) The area of the shaded parts.         ( 4 marks) 

 

18.  A garden measures 10m long and 8cm wide.  A path of uniform width is made all round the garden.  

The total area of the garden and the path is 168m2. 

 (a) Find the width of the path.         (4 marks)  

 (b) The path is to be covered with square concrete slabs.  Each corner of the path is covered with a 

slab whose side is equal to the width of the path.  

The rest of the path is covered with slabs of side 50cm.  The cost of making each corner slab is sh. 

600 while the cost of making each smaller slab is sh. 50. 

 Calculate  

 (i) The number of the smaller slabs used.        (3 marks) 



 (ii) The total cost of the slabs used to cover the whole path.      ( 3 marks ) 

 

19.  Students who sat for mathematics test were grouped by marks as shown in the table below.  

 

Marks  0  x < 5  5  x < 15  15  x < 25  25  x < 45 45  x < 75 

No. of students  14 41 59 70 15 

 

(a) Estimate the mean marks.          (5 marks ) 

(b) On the grid provided draw a histogram. 

      Use the scales: 

 1cm represent 5 units on the horizontal axis. 

 2cm represent 5 units on the vertical axis.       (5 marks ) 

 

20.  In the figure below, ABCD is a trapezium.  AB is parallel to DC, diagonals AC and DB  

intersect at X and DC = 2AB.  AB = a, DA = d, AX = k, AC and DX  = hDB,  

where h and k are constants.                

 

      A     a       B 

 

 

  d    
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     D            C 

 

 (a) Find in terms of a and d:  

(i) BC            (2 marks ) 

(ii) AX            ( 2 marks ) 

(iii) DX            ( 1 mark )  

 (b) Determine the values of h and k.         (5 marks ) 

 

21.  Wainaina has two dairy farms A and B.  Farm A produces milk with 3 ½ per cent  

fat and farm B produces milk with 4 ¼ per cent fat. 

 (a) Determine  

 (i) The total mass of milk fat in 50kg of milk from farm A and 30kg of milk from farm B. (3 marks)  

 (ii) The percentage of fat in a mixture of 50kg of milk from A and 30kg of milk from B.  ( 2 marks ) 

 (b) Determine the range of values of mass of milk from farm B that must be used in a  

      50kg mixture so that the mixture may have at least 4 per cent fat.    ( 5 marks ) 

22.  Four towns R, T, K and G are such that T is 84km directly to the North of R and K is  

on a bearing of 2950 from R at a distance of 60km.  G is on a bearing of 3400 from  

K and a distance of 30km.   

Using a scale of 1cm to represent 10km,make an accurate scale drawing to show the  

relative position of the towns.         ( 4 marks ) 

 Find; 

(a) the distance and the bearing of T from K.       (3 marks ) 

(b) the distance and the bearing of G from T.       ( 2 marks ) 

 (c ) he bearing of R from G.         ( 1 mark ) 

23. The figure below represents a rectangle PQRS inscribed in a circle centre O and  

radius 17cm.  PQ = 16cm.  
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Calculate  

 (a) The length PS of the rectangle.         (2 marks ) 

 (b) The angle POS           (3 marks ) 

 (c ) The area of the shaded region.         (5 marks ) 

24.  (a)  Triangle ABC has its vertices as A(3,0), B(2,3) and C(5,1).  If A1 (5,0), B1(3,6) and  

C1(9,2)  is the image of ABC under enlargement on the same axis.  On the grid provided  

draw both triangles.  Determine the centre of enlargement and the linear scale  

factor.           ( 4 marks )  

 (b) If triangle AIIBIICII is the reflection of A1B1C1 on the line x = 0. 

 (i) Write down the co-ordinates of vertices of AIIBIICII. 

 (ii) Draw image of triangle AIIBIICIIon the same grid provided.     ( 3 marks )  

(c )  Triangle AIIIBIIICIII is the image of triangle AIIBIICII under 900 clockwise turn about the 

origin.  

 On the same grid, draw triangle AIIIBIIICIII and state its co-ordinates.    ( 3 marks ) 

 

 

 

 


